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We need to assess research but how should we deﬁne success?

“Don’t aim at success […] for success, like
happiness, cannot be pursued; it must
ensue, and it only does so as the
unintended side-eﬀect of one’s
dedica?on to a cause greater than
oneself…”
Viktor Frankl

hBps://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Viktor_Frankl2.jpg
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Simple metrics: my Google Scholar h-index = 48
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Not so simple: I am not my h-index (or my JIFs)
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Not so simple: I am not my h-index (or my JIFs)
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Key
Important discovery - now in textbooks
Important discovery - major pharma interest
Important discovery - textbooks revised
Valuable negaEve result & UG student training
ImpacYul policy paper (>23k PDF downloads)
Much discussed history and policy paper
See how much the h-index doesn’t count
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Journal impact factors: so li^le informaEon, so much inﬂuence…
Mode = 7

Data for Nature Materials, 2010
๏ Huge

range of citation performance in any
one journal

Impact factor = 29.897

15
% of Papers

http://www.nature.com/doifinder/10.1038/

20

Distribution highly skewed:
Highest cited 15% of papers account for 50% of citations
Two-thirds of papers perform less well than the JIF
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๏ 65-70%

of papers have fewer citations than
suggested by the JIF

๏ JIF

is a poor predictor of the number of
citations of any given paper
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Range (>2 orders of magnitude)

๏ Differences

in JIFs of <5 are mostly
meaningless
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See also: h^ps://quanExed.wordpress.com/2015/05/05/wrong-number-a-closer-look-at-impact-factors/ , h^ps://
www.natureindex.com/news-blog/whats-wrong-with-the-jif-in-ﬁve-graphs and h^p://dx.doi.org/10.1101/062109
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CorrelaEon between JIF and citaEon rate of arEcles from individual scienEsts is poor
r=0.05

4 diﬀerent
researchers

r=0.44

r=0.27

r=0.63

“…authors do not
necessarily publish their
most citable work in
journals of the highest
impact, nor do their
articles necessarily match
the impact of the journals
they appear in.”
Seglen, P. O. (1997).
Why the impact factor of journals
should not be used for evaluating
research. BMJ, 314, 498–502.
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Even with distribuEons, we need to ask: what do citaEons mean?
Times Chosen in Survey
(Most Signiﬁcant)

“Respondents view both cited papers and signiﬁcant papers
diﬀerently than papers that should be shared with chemists. We
conclude from our results that peer judgements of importance
and signiﬁcance diﬀer from metrics-based measurements…”

Least

Most
CitaEons (2013)

PLOS ONE | hBps://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0194903
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NegaEve eﬀects of over-reliance on metrics based on academic outputs
slows publicaEon & reduces producEvity
• posiEve bias in the literature
• JIF correlates with retracEon rate
• impact on reliability & public trust?
• devaluaEon of other important acEviEes
• stress on the individual
•

hBp://occamstypewriter.org/scurry/2012/08/13/sick-of-impact-factors/

“Our people know how to get the Nature papers…”
Faculty Dean (University of X)

“I’m really excited. We just had a big paper in Cell… !”
Postdoc (University of Y)

“Despite personal ideals and good intenEons, in this
incenEve and reward system researchers ﬁnd
themselves pursuing not the work that beneﬁts
public or prevenEve health or paEent care the
most, but work that gives most academic credit
and is be^er for career advancement.”
Frank Miedema
hBps://blogs.bmj.com/openscience/2018/01/24/se]ng-theagenda-who-are-we-answering-to/
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A brief history of a^empts at research assessment reform…
Dec 2012/May 2013

Mar 2015

Jul 2015

The Metric Tide
Report of the Independent Review
of the Role of Metrics in Research
Assessment and Management

hBps://sfdora.org

July 2015

hBp://www.leidenmanifesto.org

UK Forum for Responsible
Research Metrics
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DORA: the declaraEon
San Francisco DeclaraEon on Research Assessment
One generate recommendaEon:
Do not use journal-based metrics, such as Journal Impact Factors,
as a surrogate measure of the quality of individual research
arEcles, to assess an individual scienEst’s contribuEons, or in
hiring, promoEon, or funding decisions.
17 posiEve recommendaEons for diﬀerent stakeholders:
• funders
• insEtuEons
For funding agencies:
• publishers
Be explicit about the criteria used in evaluaEng the scienEﬁc producEvity of grant
applicants and clearly highlight, especially for early-stage invesEgators, that the
• data providers
scienHﬁc content of a paper is much more important than publicaHon metrics
• researchers
or the idenEty of the journal in which it was published.

h^ps://sfdora.org/read/

For the purposes of research assessment, consider the value and impact of all
research outputs (including datasets and sotware) in addiEon to research
publicaEons, and consider a broad range of impact measures including
qualitaEve indicators of research impact, such as inﬂuence on policy and pracEce.
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•

5 years old; >13,000 individuals & >700 organisaEons signed

•

New funding, new steering group, new URL - sfdora.org

•

New Roadmap:

•

•

Increase awareness of the need to develop alternaEves to the JIF

•

Research and promote best pracEce in research assessment.

•

Extend the global and disciplinary impact of DORA

New internaEonal advisory board – a truly global iniEaEve

WORLD VIEW

A personal take on events

Words were a good start —
now it is time for action

DAVE GUTTRIDGE

San Francisco DeclaraEon on Research Assessment

h^ps://www.nature.com/arEcles/d41586-018-01642-w

DORA: the campaign

Five years ago, the Declaration on Research Assessment was a rallying point.
It must now become a tool for fair evaluation, urges Stephen Curry.

D

eclarations are bound to fall short. The 240-year-old United
States Declaration of Independence holds it self-evident that
“all men [sic] are created equal”, but equality remains a far-off
dream for many Americans.
The San Francisco Declaration on Research Assessment (DORA;
https://sfdora.org) is much younger, but similarly idealistic. Conceived
by a group of journal editors and publishers at a meeting of the American Society for Cell Biology (ASCB) in December 2012, it proclaims
a pressing need to improve how scientific research is evaluated, and
asks scientists, funders, institutions and publishers to forswear using
journal impact factors (JIFs) to judge individual researchers.
DORA’s aim is a world in which the content of a research paper
matters more than the impact factor of the journal in which it appears.
Thousands of individuals and hundreds of research organizations now
agree and have signed up. Momentum is building, particularly in the United Kingdom, where
the number of university signatories has trebled
in the past two years. This week, all seven UK
research councils announced their support.
Impact factors were never meant to be a metric
for individual papers, let alone individual people.
They’re an average of the skewed distribution of
citations accumulated by papers in a given journal over two years. Not only do these averages
hide huge variations between papers in the same
journal, but citations are imperfect measures of
quality and influence. High-impact-factor journals may publish a lot of top-notch science, but
we should not outsource evaluation of individual
researchers and their outputs to seductive journal metrics.
Most agree that yoking career rewards to JIFs is distorting science.
Yet the practice seems impossible to root out. In China, for example,
many universities pay impact-factor-related bonuses, inspired by
unwritten norms of the West. Scientists in parts of Eastern Europe
cling to impact factors as a crude bulwark against cronyism. More
worryingly, processes for JIF-free assessment have yet to gain credibility even at some institutions that have signed DORA. Stories percolate
of research managers demanding high impact factors. Job and grant
applicants feel that they can’t compete unless they publish in prominent journals. All are fearful of shrugging off the familiar harness.
So, DORA’s job now is to accelerate the change it called for. I feel
the need for change whenever I meet postdocs. Their curiosity about
the world and determination to improve it burns bright. But their
desires to pursue the most fascinating and most impactful questions
are subverted by our systems of evaluation. As they apply for their first
permanent positions, they are already calculating how to manoeuvre
within the JIF-dependent managerialism of modern science.
There have been many calls for something better, including the
Leiden Manifesto and the UK report ‘The Metric Tide’, both released in

2015. Like DORA, these have changed the tenor of discussions around
researcher assessment and paved the way for change.
It is time to shift from making declarations to finding solutions.
With the support of the ASCB, Cancer Research UK, the European
Molecular Biology Organization, the biomedical funder the Wellcome
Trust and the publishers the Company of Biologists, eLife, F1000,
Hindawi and PLOS, DORA has hired a full-time community manager
and revamped its steering committee, which I head. We are committed
to getting on with the job.
Our goal is to discover and disseminate examples of good practice,
and to boost the profile of assessment reform. We will do that at conferences and in online discussions; we will also establish regional
nodes across the world, run by volunteers who will work to identify
and address local issues.
This week, for example, DORA is participating
in a workshop at which the Forum for Responsible
Metrics — an expert group established following
the release of ‘The Metric Tide’ — will present
results of the first UK-wide survey of research
assessment. This will bring broader exposure to
what universities are thinking and doing, and put
the spotlight on instances of good and bad practice.
We have to get beyond complaining, to find
robust, efficient and bias-free assessment methods. Right now, there are few compelling options.
I favour concise one- or two-page ‘bio-sketches’,
similar to those rolled out in 2016 by the University Medical Centre Utrecht in the Netherlands.
These let researchers summarize their most
important research contributions, plus mentoring, societal engagement
and other valuable activities. This approach could have flaws. Perhaps
it gives too much leeway for ‘spin.’ But, as scientists, surely we can agree
that it’s worth doing the experiment to properly evaluate evaluation.
This is hard stuff: we need frank discussions that grind through
details, with researchers themselves, to find out what works and to
forestall problems. We need to be mindful of the damage wrought
to the careers of women and minorities by bias in peer review and in
subjective evaluations. And we need to join in with parallel moves
towards open research, data and code sharing, and the proper recognition of scientific reproducibility.
Declarations such as DORA are important; credible alternatives to
the status quo are more so. True success will mean every institution,
everywhere in the world, bragging about the quality of their researchassessment procedures, rather than the size of their impact factors. ■

IT’S WORTH
DOING THE

EXPERIMENT
TO PROPERLY
EVALUATE

EVALUATION.

Stephen Curry is a professor of structural biology and assistant
provost for equality, diversity and inclusion at Imperial College
London. He is also chair of the DORA steering group.
e-mail: s.curry@imperial.ac.uk
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hBp://www.nature.com/news/fewer-numbers-beBer-science-1.20858

New tools and processes for assessment
Researcher assessment at UMC Utrecht
1. Research, publicaEons, grants
2. Managerial & academic duEes
3. Mentoring & teaching
4. Clinical work (if applicable)
5. Entrepreneurship & community outreach

Charité University Hospital, Berlin
• Your scienEﬁc contribuEon to your ﬁeld
• Your 5 most important papers
• Your contribuEon to open science
• Your most important collaboraEons

More examples at: hBps://sfdora.org/good-prac?ces/

A public good: how open science can be beBer science
Preprints: faster communicaEon; worldwide access
Focus on the content, not the container (journal)
- Valuable groundwork for journal-indep. evaluaEon
Largest possible audience (sharing + scruEny = reliability)
- Same applies to OA papers
PracEce encourages open peer review
Data sharing: scruEny beneﬁts (reliability)
Be^er for changing the world (uElity & impact; e.g. Zika
crisis)
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We need to assess research but how should we deﬁne success?
What should success look like?
Reliable, rapidly communicated, highly-accessible.
high-quality research that transforms our
understanding of the world and that may have real
world impact (in the short, medium or long term).
Researchers who can collaborate within and between
disciplines, who feel a duty of care to their group
members & colleagues, and to the socieEes of which
they are an integral part.
A research system that is ever mindful of the people
within it, which considers their quality of life, their
mental health, and which seeks our the creaEve
vigour of diversity.
hBps://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Viktor_Frankl2.jpg
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The future…

The best culture is an open culture, one where
research findings and the data and metadata
behind them are made openly available…
The name of the journal must not be used as
a surrogate for the quality of the work within
it. […] We are still too wedded to the traditional
methods of publishing, and we need to harness
new technology to disseminate research more
effectively.
Sir Mark Walport, CEO, UKRI
29 Oct 2018

hBps://royalsociety.org/science-events-and-lectures/2018/10/researchculture-conference/
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Plan S: the announcement
“We also understand that
researchers may be driven
to do so by a misdirected
reward system which puts
emphasis on the wrong
indicators (e.g. journal
impact factor). We
therefore commit to
fundamentally revise the
incenHve and reward
system of science, using
the San Francisco
DeclaraEon on Research
Assessment (DORA) as a
starEng point.
hBps://www.scienceeurope.org/coali?on-s/

“5. Wellcome-funded organisaHons must
sign or publicly commit to the San
Francisco DeclaraHon on Research
Assessment (DORA), or an equivalent. We
may ask organisaEons to show that they’re
complying with this as part of our
organisaEon audits. This is a new
requirement to encourage organisaEons to
consider the intrinsic merit of the work
when making promoEon and tenure
decisions, not just the Etle of the journal
or publisher.”

hBps://www.nature.com/ar?cles/d41586-018-06178-7
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Plan S: the debate
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But good pracEces don’t spread by themselves (or by declaraEons… )

Why was anaesthesia adopted
more rapidly than an?sepsis?

“We yearn for fricEonless,
technological soluEons.
But people talking to
people is sEll how the
world’s standards change.”
h^p://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2013/07/29/slow-ideas
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Thank you
s.curry@imperial.ac.uk
@Stephen_Curry
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